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                    Why children should Acknowledge Indigenous Australians
                  

                  
                    An Acknowledgement of Country is a way to show respect to the Traditional Owners of Australia. By saying a daily Acknowledgement of Country it encourages children to engage with diversity and show respect.
Our wooden sign is a wonderful addition to ALL Educational facilities.
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                    Show the love you have put into making your garden
                  

                  
                    Garden Grown With Love Wooden SignIf you love your garden this is a beautiful addition. Printed on timber it shows how much love has gone into making your garden a special place.Ideal for home use and early education services.
*Suitable for outdoor use, but we do recommend you apply a coat of clear varnish to prevent mould growing on the timber
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                    Why teach children Auslan at an early age
                  

                  
                    We all know children are like sponges at an early age and by teaching children how to sign using Australian Auslan while in early education they are affectively learning a second langage.
The ability to communite with someone who is hearing impared is a beautiful thing to be able to do. Acceptance and Inclusion.
PDF Education Supplies have made these individual wooden alphabet for Auslan and also a sign language alphabet chart when put together can be a matching sorting game also.  
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                    Benefits of Yoga
                  

                  
                    Why we should all be practicing Yoga :-
* Promotes Self-esteem and Confidence
* Increase strength, flexibility and balance
* Improves focus and attention
* Cultivates respect for self and others
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                    Benefits of Sandpit Play for Children
                  

                  
                    Sand help a child develop fine motor skills like those necessary to use a small shovel, pull a truck, and build a castle. By burying themselves in sand, and feeling their body position within the sand, children are using words to communicate their different body parts that they can feel or move under the sand.   Sand play also helps children develop more complex social skills like sharing, and communicating with piers. A child does not need large numbers of toys in a sandpit as their imagination will be endless. Sand play is particularly beneficial for developing a sense of textures. Not only is sand a new and different texture for children to feel on their skin, but the contrast it creates with concrete, grass, dirt, and wood will emphasize the sensation of each surface. Sand Play Safety Tips A sand box should always be cover it when it’s not in use to...
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                    Recycling for Children
                  

                  
                    Recycling projects are a fun and inventive experiences that children can turn into lifelong habits when established early in years.
Instead of buying new resources, explore craft ideas for kids with waste material. You don’t have to wait for Earth Day to try recycling things. Do them now by collecting items from around your home and by sorting out your rubbish before it goes in the trash. 
With 10cents for can and bottle recycling it is also a way for children to earn their own spending money.
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                    Why your Centre or School needs a Buddy Bench
                  

                  
                    A Buddy Bench is a secure place where children can go to when they are feeling low or lonely and other children are encouraged to come and make friends and brighten some ones day.  This timber sign is suitable for outdoor use, but we do recommend you apply a coat of clear varnish to prevent mould from growing on the timber. Helping to reduce and hopefully stop bullying and feeling of social isolation. The position of the seat should be chosen so if a child can sitting there for any length of time they like and it should be visible by other children and an adult supervisor.  Making it visible to the play area also will encourage a child to join in play. It is important to discuss with all children the role they can play in being a buddy and leadership. The concept can be introduced to students in younger grades...
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                    Mirror Play
                  

                  
                    A mirror is great for exploring small, interesting loose parts.
Try painting clouds on the sky it is a terrific mix of sensory play and art.  The blue sky reflecting in the mirror provides the perfect surface for painting big, fluffy clouds. 
A mirror is a wonderful place for children to explore seasonal materials.  Try a  mix of natural and artificial items for the nature table.  The colours and textures are made even more interesting by the mirrored surface beneath them.
A paintbrush glides so smoothly over the mirror is lovely too.  This activity always keeps the kids busy and entertained for ages.  And when we’re finished, simply wash the mirror in soapy water and soft cloth and it  is ready for another fun day in the future
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                    Outdoor signs facts
                  

                  
                    How long will corflute signs last? Generally they will last 2-3 year outdoors. Is corflute waterproof? Yes corflute is waterproof our images are directly printed to the corflute so this means that they appear perfectly no matter the weather condition. What is the benefit of UV ink? UV ink is able to withstand the harsh UV rays, wind and rain. Is corflute heat resistant? Most definitely, they will warm up under direct sunlight but not very much, this makes them the smart and safe choice for signs to use around children. How easy is it to install a corflute sign? Corflute is lightweight so it is easy to attached to various surfaces using cable ties makes the process very easy. What is corflute made of? Corflute is a industry name  given for corrugated polyprpylene, a fluted plastic which is light weight while strong. Can corflute be recycled? Printed corflute signs can...
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                    Recycling in Early Education
                  

                  
                    Why we need to encourage recycling in a child's early years.

The skills children learn from recycling will create a sustainable world for them and future generations to live in. They will develop a greater appreciation for the way things work, and a better understanding of our precious ecosystem.


How to start


Start this learning in the early years of a child's life.  If a child is old enough to clear away their own mess and put something in the bin, they're old enough to learn about recycling.
Buy the right bin, and label it so it is a visual reminder of what items go in it.
Encourage children to donate cloths and toys to charity stores
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